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“Our book on dislocations was conceived
while both Jens Lothe and I were
postdoctorate fellows at the University of
Bristol. At that time my background was in
the kinetics of nucleation and growth while
Lothe’s was in theoretical physics. We were
attending lectures on dislocation theory by
F.C. Frank and developed the idea of
applying nucleation and growth kinetics to
the motion of dislocations across the Peierls
periodic lattice barrier. As this work1 was
completed, we became so fascinated with
dislocations that we tentatively agreed to
collaborate on a book on the subject.
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“I returned to Carnegie Institute of
Technology and then moved to Ohio

State University in 1961, while Lothe
returned to Oslo University except for a year
as visiting professor at Carnegie Tech. Both
of us taught graduate courses on dislocation
theory during that period. Finally, we were
ready to write and completed most of the
draft manuscript during the summer of 1964,
which I spent in Oslo. The most untoward
event that summer was that I not only
worked 12 hours a day on the book, but
stayed awake reading late at night, getting
only one hour or so of sleep for a period of
two weeks. I first thought it was the
extended daylight that was causing it.
However, with an exclamation of alarm, one
morning Lothe informed me that I was
drinking not coffee but the concentrate from
which coffee was made! I had been doing
this for two weeks at our morning coffee
break. I did think the flavor was a bit odd.

“There was a spate of activity in dislocation
theory in the 1940s. The basic theory was
covered in the early books on the subject. A
new burst of activity in the field had
developed in the mid-1950s with the advent
of direct observation of dislocations by
transmission electron microscopy.2-3 Our
book appeared at just about the optimum
time in covering these new developments,
which probably accounts for many of the
citations. Also, we attempted to give a very
complete treatment of the mathematical
theory of the defects, so the book is often
cited as a source for a formula.

“There have been a few new
developments in the field in recent years, as
indicated by the proceedings of a recent
conference.4 These have been incorporated
in a new edition of our book.”5
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